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We present the key elements required for continuous variable parallel quantum information protocols based on spatial multimode quantum correlations. We describe techniques for encoding, combining and detecting spatial quantum information with high efficiency in the individual transverse modes. Until now, the missing feature for the implementation of such protocols was the generation of squeezing in higher order transverse Hermite-Gauss modes. We experimentally demonstrate squeezing in selective modes by fine-tuning the phase matching condition of the nonlinear X\(^{2}\) material and the cavity resonance condition of an optical parametric amplifier. Combined, these results open the way to practical multimode optical quantum information systems.
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Optical quantum communication and information processing is developing rapidly [1]. Both single photon and continuous variables (CV) are being used, already enabling the generation, transmission, and detection of quantum correlations. CV optical techniques include close to perfect modulation and detection schemes, which is a requirement for the effective use of squeezed and entangled light [2–5] for applications such as sensing and gravitational-wave detection [6,7], quantum communication and teleportation [8], dense coding [9], secret sharing [10], noiseless amplification [11], and possibly quantum logic [12].

So far, CV techniques typically use a single mode and a pair of conjugate quantum parameters per beam: mean field amplitude and phase quadratures or polarization parameters. Using this set of variables, several key elements are required to implement quantum information protocols. The first one is the efficient signal encoding of the individual conjugate observables, and is typically achieved with electro-optic modulation (EOM) of the sidebands at frequency \(\Omega\) around the central laser frequency \(\nu_L\). These sidebands can be used to carry the information. Second, CV schemes use high efficiency phase sensitive detectors, such as homodyne detectors, that allow the interrogation of each quadrature individually. Finally, they require squeezed light, i.e., pairs of quantum correlated sidebands at frequency \(\nu_L \pm \Omega\), allowing performances with signal to noise ratio better than the conventional quantum noise limit (QNL), and the generation of quadrature or polarization entanglement [13].

CV experiments have traditionally been performed with TEM\(_{00}\) profile for the squeezed beam and the homodyne detection local oscillator (LO). At the same time, parallel research efforts into CV quantum imaging have been developed [14], and concentrated on the transmission, amplification, and processing of spatial information with quantum correlations [15,16]. Recent results include the detection of spatial parameters such as small displacements below the QNL [17], the optimization of imaging techniques [18], and proposals for more advanced applications such as super-resolution [19] and quantum holography [20].

The aim of our research is to use the spatial properties of light to demonstrate that one optical beam can convey several independent channels of quantum information. This can be used for quantum communication or spatial sensing, as suggested in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. Such multimode systems have advantages in regard to the complexity of the protocols [21]. This work with continuous variables complements the single photon systems, designed to transmit not just qubits but qudits, which use photon states with different angular momenta [22,23].

Here we present all the key elements required for extending CV quantum optics from the single mode case to a multimode system. The quantum channels are provided by the TEM\(_{nm}\) Hermite-Gauss (H-G) modes. The orthogonality of these modes allows us to address the parallel channels individually and to combine them with minimal loss and negligible crosstalk. Second, we report more than 90% detection efficiencies of the individual channels. Finally, we describe how to efficiently generate spatially squeezed light in higher order H-G modes. Together these achievements provide a complete multimode quantum information system and demonstrate its efficiency.

For our investigation, we focus on the lowest order H-G modes: TEM\(_{00}\), TEM\(_{10}\), and TEM\(_{20}\). These modes are directly related to small spatial variations of a Gaussian...
beam [24]. In particular, the real and imaginary parts of the TEM$_{10}$ mode represent changes in transverse position $\delta d$ and tilt $\theta d$ of a TEM$_{00}$ beam [25], whereas the real and imaginary parts of the TEM$_{30}$ mode are related to a waist size mismatch $\delta w$ and a waist position mismatch along the propagation axis $\delta z$. The following equation quantifies these relationships:

$$E(x) = A_0\left[ u_0(x) + \left( \frac{\delta d}{w_0} + i \frac{\pi w_0 \delta \theta}{\lambda} \right) u_1(x) + \frac{\delta w}{\sqrt{2}w_0} u_2(x) + i \frac{\delta z \lambda}{2\sqrt{2}\pi w_0^3} \left( \frac{5}{\sqrt{2}} u_0(x) + u_2(x) \right) \right],$$

where the spatial function $u_\alpha(x)$ refers to the profile of the TEM$_{\alpha\beta}$ mode. $A_0$ is the average amplitude, $w_0$ is the waist size, and $\lambda$ is the wavelength. Similar beam properties along the orthogonal transverse coordinate $y$ are carried by the TEM$_{01}$ and TEM$_{31}$ modes. We can encode information directly into the transverse orthogonal modes with close to perfect efficiency using simple electro-optic or mechanical spatial modulators acting on a TEM$_{00}$ beam, such as a piezoelectric device, a tilted EOM, or a movable lens [17,26].

For combining and analyzing orthogonal modes without loss, as schematically shown in Fig. 1(a), we can use a high finesse ring cavity, or alternatively a planar Mach Zehnder interferometer, parallel to $x$ or $y$, with an odd number of mirrors, in order to combine even and odd modes. We have demonstrated in our earlier work more than 95% efficiency for these components [17,26]. We thus have the ability to synthesize a multimode laser beam which combines the TEM$_{00}$ mode with the higher order transverse modes TEM$_{01}$, TEM$_{10}$, TEM$_{02}$, and TEM$_{20}$. The resulting combination provides each channel with two quadratures of a conjugate pair of quantum variables, as shown in Fig. 1(a) in the case of a single channel carried by the TEM$_{mn}$ mode. It is then straightforward to extend this scheme to several quantum channels. A similar scheme presented on Fig. 1(b) can be used as a sensor for spatial modification. Here a multimode squeezed beam is incident on a sample and detected with a multimode detector (MMD), which corresponds to cascaded single channel detectors presented in Fig. 1(a). Each channel provides information on a specific spatial property of the sample with sub-QNL precision.

The detection of these modes requires special attention. Conventional spatial detectors, such as split detectors or diode arrays, are simple but provide only limited efficiency. For example, the best theoretical efficiency of a split detector for displacement measurements is only 64% in intensity [25]. In contrast, with “spatial” homodyne detectors which use a LO beam that is mode matched to the specific TEM$_{nm}$ channel, we reported more than 96% detection efficiency [26].

The crucial component missing until recently was the efficient generation of squeezing in the TEM$_{nm}$ modes. We propose here to fill this technology gap by showing that the phase matching of a type I second order nonlinear process can be used to selectively choose the spatial profile of the squeezed mode, using an optical parametric amplifier (OPA). An OPA is a phase dependent device which, when operated below threshold, can reduce the noise in one quadrature to below the QNL (squeezing), while the conjugate quadrature shows extra noise (antisqueezing). This was first demonstrated by Wu et al. in 1986 [27]. Since then OPAs have reliably produced up to $-7$ dB of squeezing [28,29].

Producing squeezed light in any of the TEM$_{mn}$ modes using an OPA requires the optimization of three conditions. First, the OPA resonator needs to be resonant for the H-G mode of interest. This is simply achieved by misaligning a TEM$_{00}$ seed beam in order to couple light into the desired component and to lock the length of the cavity to its resonance. Second, the spatial profiles of the pump beam, at frequency $2\nu_p$, and the seed beam, at frequency $\nu_s$, need to be chosen to maximize the spatial overlap and at the same time the nonlinear gain of the down-conversion process. Finally, phase matching has to be set to favor the conversion into the required spatial mode.

To understand how to optimize the last two conditions, let us now concentrate on the reverse process of optical parametric amplification, namely, second harmonic generation (SHG). When such systems are operated with higher order spatial modes, optimal phase matching occurs at different crystal temperatures, since each mode acquires different Gouy phase shift, when propagating through the nonlinear medium. As a demonstration of this effect, we pump a single pass SHG with a TEM$_{10}$ pump mode, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 2. We use a MgO:LiNbO$_3$ lithium niobate crystal, whose birefringence is highly tem-
perature dependent, and therefore allows adjustment of the phase matching condition for a particular spatial mode. The TEM_{n0} pump mode, produced at 1064 nm by a diode-pumped NPRO Nd:YAG laser, is generated by misaligning a ring cavity, designed to prevent any transverse mode degeneracy and locked to the resonance of the TEM_{n0} mode. This mode converting device delivers a pure transverse TEM_{n0} output mode, which is focused into the crystal such that $z_R = l/2$, where $z_R$ is the beam Rayleigh range and $l$ is the crystal length. A dichroic mirror, DM, is used to filter out the fundamental pump field, and the second harmonic (SH) profile is detected with a CCD camera in the far field.

The generated SH spatial profiles, normalized to their maximum, are presented for different crystal temperatures in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for TEM_{10} and TEM_{20} pump modes, respectively. The spatial distribution of the SH field varies strongly with the crystal temperature. Tuning the temperature allows reproducible control over the conversion into other TEM_{n0} modes. In the case of a TEM_{10} pump the SH field can be tuned from a predominantly TEM_{00} to a predominantly TEM_{20} profile, as shown in Fig. 2(a).

Similarly, for the TEM_{20} pump mode the SH field is a temperature dependent linear combination of the TEM_{00}, TEM_{20}, and TEM_{40} modes, as shown in Fig. 2(b). For a comparison of the experimental data with a quantitative model, we calculate the mode overlap between the TEM_{n0} modes [30]. We predict the spatial intensity distribution of the SH light for the different temperatures, as shown in Fig. 2 in the lower diagrams together with the experimental profiles. They are in excellent agreement and show the tunability of the mode composition via crystal temperature.

We use this technique for the generation of squeezed light. As SHG and OPA operation are reverse processes, the SH beam profiles presented in Fig. 2 correspond to the optimal pump shape for OPA operation for a given crystal temperature. Optimal conversion efficiency is expected when the pump profile corresponds to the square of the fundamental. Although generating such a complicated beam to pump the OPA is possible by using holograms [31] or a spatial light modulator, at the cost of reduced parametric interaction, we choose to simply use the TEM_{00} mode delivered by our dual input laser at 532 nm, and optimize the crystal temperature for this operation. A schematic diagram of our experimental setup to generate squeezing in higher order modes is presented in Fig. 3. All the technical details are presented in Ref. [30].

The measured squeezing in the three lowest order H-G modes is shown in Fig. 4 with a resolution bandwidth of 300 kHz and a video bandwidth of 300 Hz. All traces are normalized to the QNL, given by trace (ii), which is measured by blocking the squeezed beam before the homodyne detector. Trace (i) is obtained by scanning the LO phase and trace (iii) by locking to the squeezed amplitude.
The great similarity of the spectra with and without the presence of a coherent TEM$_{00}$ beam does not modify the squeezing and antisqueezing of the TEM$_{00}$ mode. The quality of detection of the squeezing in each spatial mode shows that it is now practical to synthesize a multimode beam by using our established techniques for lossless mode combination and analysis (Fig. 1). These results open the way for quantum information processing with continuous variables in the transverse plane. The technology for multiple squeezers driven by one laser is available [32], and we can now consider the synthesis of multimode beams with at least five orthogonal modes, each with a pair of quantum variables (Fig. 1). We are on the way to generate spatially entangled beams [33] and test the original EPR proposal. We envision information protocols that are based on parallel mode processing and the future challenge is to design such protocols.
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FIG. 4 (color). Squeezing and antisqueezing spectra measured in the (a) TEM$_{00}$, (b) TEM$_{10}$, (c) TEM$_{20}$ modes. All traces are taken with a resolution bandwidth of 30 kHz and a video bandwidth of 30, over more than 1 min. For (b), we also present the results obtained with a coherent copropagating TEM$_{00}$ mode. The insets show the noise properties at 4.45 MHz, normalized to the QNL (ii), when the LO phase is (i) scanned, or (iii) locked to the squeezing quadrature.

We have checked that the detector shows squeezing only when both LO and resonant mode inside the OPA are set to the same mode. To prove the feasibility of efficient combination of such nonclassical fields, we have investigated for any parasite crosstalk between two orthogonal modes. As an example, we have compared the nonclassical properties of a multimode beam, namely, a TEM$_{10}$ squeezed mode, with and without the presence of a coherent TEM$_{00}$ co-propagating beam. The great similarity of the spectra shown in Fig. 4(b) clearly demonstrates that the TEM$_{10}$ beam does not modify the squeezing and antisqueezing of the TEM$_{10}$ mode, which is a formal proof that no parasite crosstalk exists between orthogonal modes.

In summary, our experiments have demonstrated the key components for multimode parallel quantum information systems with H-G modes. The encoding of quantum information is direct, efficient, and independent since the higher order modes are exactly linked to the position, momentum, size, and focussing of a TEM$_{00}$ mode. The quality of